
Empower 
Your
Workforce
Drive productivity with a 
digital workplace built on 
Omnia and Office 365
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O m n i a

For some years we have seen that the ways of wor-
king are changing with activity-based offices, a more 
remote workforce, more work carried out in projects, 
more flexible working hours, digital presence instead 
of physical and enhanced expectations on complian-
ce. This has triggered many organizations to try to re-
juvenate the way they support the employees in their 
daily work, which often leads to a Digital Workplace 
initiative aiming to provide increased productivity 
and business value.

The ways of working are changing
Omnia is developed to be the best product for orga-

nizations that want to realize a Digital Workplace based 
on Office 365. With the evergreen and top ranked pro-
duct, you will be well equipped to drive productivity even 
though the ways of working continuously evolve.

In this document we will describe how Omnia can sup-
port your journey towards a Digital Workplace within five 
important solution areas, and help you chose between 
the different license plans.
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n  Before embarking on the Digital Workplace jour-
ney, you will need to have a strategy. It doesn’t have 
to be an extensive strategy presented in a four-color 
leaflet, but at least it must answer what the purposes 
are and how these should be achieved. 

When outlining a strategy, you will probably disco-
ver some challenges that will be vital to solve within 
the solution.

Typical issues would be how to handle global and local 
information, multiple languages and brands, complex 
structures of information, enterprise-wide metadata 
and target groups. 

Over time, the Digital Workplace will host a growing 
amount of web pages, documents, collaboration teams, 
applications and connections to external services. To 
succeed with such a complex solution, you will need a 
strong foundation made up by wisely planned and im-
plemented governance. 

The conclusion here is that the Digital Workplace stra-
tegy should be realized by using powerful governance 
tools. Omnia will empower administrators with strong 
tools to set up, manage and monitor all vital aspects of 
the Digital Workplace, for instance:

• Possibility to set up multiple solutions within one 
tenant, for instance corporate and subsidiary 

intranets, management systems for quality and 
information security and customer and partner 
portals. Each solution can have its own branding 
and navigation structure.

• Decide on and set up properties that should be 
used as enterprise-wide within the solution.

• Create and define types of web pages and docu-
ments to set a pattern for layout, languages, life 
cycle and business logic for important content 
such as information pages, news articles and 
controlled documents.

• Define provisioning templates for collaboration 
teams to orchestrate Office 365 services, se-
cure naming policies and implement approval 
workflows to leverage a structured and uniform 
collaboration environment.

• Set up possibility for users to provide feedback on 
important web pages, documents and processes 
to facilitate continuous improvement of content.

• Use dashboards and drill down reports for mon-
itoring content over the life cycle, showing con-
sumption, usage, status, interaction and flagging 
pages or documents that are past review date. 

Governance and analytics

Intranet Controlled 
Documents

Management  
System

Process 
Management

Host several solutions with 
global or local themes and 
branding. 

Digital 
Workplace

Tools for defining different 
types of web pages regarding 
layout, languages, life cycle 
etc.

Tools for defining different 
types of documents regarding 
layout, languages, life cycle 
etc.

Central administration of doc-
ument templates.

Create provisioning templates 
for collaboration teams to or-
chestrate Office 365 services.

Uniform collaboration envi-
ronment with approval work-
flows and Office 365 naming 
policies.

Content Statistics and Reports.

GOVERNANCE
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n  Based on governance policies and life cycles, 
Omnia will empower the organization with a strong 
concept for enterprise communication. No matter if 
you are creating a news article, reviewing a controlled 
document or publishing a visualization of a business 
process, it will be easy to carry out the tasks accor-
ding to best practice.

Omnia will support several publishing roles within 
the Digital Workplace, from editors requesting an as 
simple as can be-experience to advanced publishers 
in need of promoted or mandatory content, advan-
ced media handling, scheduled publishing, approval 
workflows, subscriptions, notifications and more. The 
product will assist in driving organizational complian-
ce by supporting authors and owners when working 
with policies, processes, procedures, instructions and 
other controlled content. 

Omnia hold strong concepts for internal communi-
cation and the product is designed to cater for both 
straightforward and complex communication scenari-
os, for instance:

• Support for hosting multiple publishing roles, 
support for managing navigation structures and 
easy to use editor experience. 

• Support for handling multi-lingual solutions 
where publishers can create language variations 
of content using machine translation. Struc-
tured handling of content that should be reused 
across the solution.

• Centralized metadata management and rich 
possibilities for delivering the right information 
to the right recipient using enhanced targeting.

• Structured handling of high priority announce-
ments and shared links with support for target-
ed and mandatory links. 

• Structured support for working with controlled 
documents over their life cycle.

• Visualize and publish business processes and 
related information.

Enterprise Content Management

Intranet Controlled 
Documents

Management  
System

Process 
Management

Support for multiple publish-
ing roles and easy to use editor 
experience. 

Digital 
Workplace

Support for multi-lingual  
solutions, machine translation 
and reusable content.

Centralized metadata manage- 
ment and rich possibilities for 
targeting.

Structured handling of shared 
links and high priority  
announcements.

Structured support for working 
with controlled documents 
over their life cycle.

Visualize and publish business 
processes and related infor-
mation.

Publishing Blocks including 
Banner, Aggregated Calendar, 
RSS Reader, Quick Polls etc.
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Omnia hold strong  
concepts for internal  
communication and  
the product supports  
complex communication 
scenarios.

“
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n  A common objective for the Digital Workplace is 
to drive employee engagement and productivity by 
giving users the means to interact, collaborate and 
share knowledge in a structured way.

This includes providing a user-friendly collaboration 
environment that alleviate users from the question 
on when to use what tool. The Digital Workplace must 
meet the common requests from users regarding 
personalized navigation to active collaboration teams 
and to be updated on new events and information.

Also, it is important to secure a good people search 
experience and possibilities to find colleagues based 
on experience, skills and abilities. To achieve that the 
solution must have tools that encourage employees 
to enrichen their user profiles with relevant terms and 
information.

We would also recommend that the Digital Work-
place should provide support for employees to be 
able to share knowledge in a structured way – and for 
users to be recognized for their contribution. To pro-
mote knowledge management the solution will need 
to cover for instance communities of practice, curated 
content, community badges, subscriptions and noti-
fications. 

With Omnia team collaboration will be simplified and 

streamlined. Omnia also contain support for implemen-
ting structured knowledge management, for instance:

• Create new collaboration teams aligned with 
policies and rules and combining Office 365 ser-
vices such as SharePoint, Teams and Yammer.

• Enhanced findability of collaboration teams 
and content using personalized navigation and 
notifications.

• Secure rich user profiles by using enhanced AD 
sync and wizard for profile completion. 

• Capabilities for structured handling of compe-
tences and possibility to find colleagues based 
on experience, skills and abilities.

• Support for implementing a knowledge man-
agement solution were users can share knowl-
edge and drive threaded discussions within 
communities of practice.

• Set up gamification where end-users receive 
activity points for their engagement and receive 
a community badge that is shown on the user 
profile. 

Collaboration and Knowledge Management

Enhanced synchronization 
of properties in AD to user 
profiles.

Gamification to encourage 
knowledge sharing, commu-
nity badges and achievements 
rollup.

Knowledge sharing using 
communities, discussions, 
articles and rating. 







Intranet Controlled 
Documents

Management  
System

Process 
Management

User-friendly wizard for creat-
ing new Collaboration Teams.

Digital 
Workplace

User-friendly collaboration 
with personalized navigation, 
rollup of content and notifi-
cations.

Central administration of 
competences and tools to 
encourage users to strengthen 
their profile. 

 

 

 
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND SOCIAL

COLLABORATION
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Omnia can alleviate users 
from the question on  
when to use what tool.“
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n  The Digital Workplace will be built and developed 
over time and that is why it is important to chose an 
evergreen product as Omnia. The frequent updates 
of the product will make keeping up with changes in 
Office 365 a piece of cake. 

Since users will ask for a unified Digital Workplace 
experience you will meet the need to integrate va-
rious internal and external services. So, when choo-
sing products for your solution it might be a good 
idea to investigate what connectors are available for 
this purpose. Also, since most organizations run into 
needs for customizations and integration with lega-
cy systems you need to make sure that the products 
used within the Digital Workplace are extendable in 
an easy way.

When planning the Digital Workplace, you will run 
into the need for orchestrating and integrating with 
Office 365 services in order to provide a user-friendly 
experience. 

Omnia will empower the organization to develop 
the Digital Workplace over time, catering for requi-

rements regarding support for extensibility and inte-
gration with internal and external resources.

• Ambitious extensibility framework that makes it 
possible to customize features and functionality 
with limited effort and integrate Omnia applica-
tions with legacy systems. 

• Provide an open API, thorough developer 
documentation and a set of developer tools for 
delivering on business specific requirements. 

• Support for out of box integration with several 
external services such as Bing Search, YouTube, 
Trello, Facebook Workplace and external press 
release and stock ticker services. 

• Support for seamless integration with a variety 
of Office 365 applications such as Microsoft 
Teams, Outlook, Stream, Yammer and Planner. 
When it comes to Microsoft Teams, we also ship 
the Omnia Teams App to help bridge the gap be-
tween a web solution and the Teams experience.

Digital Workplace Integration
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Intranet Controlled 
Documents

Management  
System

Process 
Management

Integration with Office 365 
Services such as Teams, Yam-
mer Groups and Outlook.

Digital 
Workplace

Connectors to external 
services such as Trello and 
Facebook Workplace. 

Media Picker integration with 
Bing Search, Stream and  
YouTube.

Omnia as Microsoft Teams 
App.

Rich extensibility framework 
and effective developer tools.

WORKPLACE INTEGRATION
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Omnia provides an intuitive, 
personalized and task  
oriented user experience.“
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n  We believe that all the aspects of a Digital Work-
place mentioned above are important, but without a 
great user experience the results and effects will not 
be as expected. 

Our first recommendation regarding the user ex-
perience is to look at what is characterizing the use 
of IT in our private lives. People are used to down-
loading and using self-instructive, personalized apps 
that deliver notifications and reminders on new in-
formation or actions needed. Also, people expect to 
be able to access information, in any place and from 
any device.

A second recommendation would be to prioritize 
findability, to make sure that users find what they are 
looking for using navigation and search. Also, since 
we think that the Digital Workplace is all about getting 
things done, we would also like to emphasize that a 
task-oriented solution also is worth recommending. 

When it comes to the user experience, we would 
also like to mention accessibility and performance as 
two vital factors. The Digital Workplace should be com-
pliant with the requirements in WCAG 2.1 and prefera-
bly load pages and content in no time. 

The user experience in a Digital Workplace based 
on Omnia solution is characterized by being intuitive, 
personalized and focused on getting things done. We 
also believe that the only way to successfully get user 
buy-in over time is to secure world class performance, 
users want to get their job done – not wait for pages to 

load. Omnia ships with extensive support for creating 
a great user experience, for instance:

• Provide personalized overview of information 
where it is easy to understand what is new, what 
is relevant for me and what do I need to act on.

• Support for enhanced and personalized nav-
igation to secure it is easy to find content and 
resources.

• Present a modern and customized search experi-
ence using business terms as filters and refiners. 

• Find colleagues based on experience, skills and 
abilities using enhanced people search.

• Create documents based on approved document 
templates using an easy to use wizard.

• Support for setting up Tutorials that can be used 
when introducing new features, applications or 
content within the Digital Workplace.

• Provide great user experience on all screens us-
ing fully responsive page layouts, device specific 
settings, mobile app and info screen possibilities.

• WCAG 2.1 compliance to make sure that users 
with accessibility needs can access content as 
easy as regular users.

• Unrivalled performance with expected loading 
times of web pages well below one second.

User Experience

Intranet Controlled 
Documents

Management  
System

Process 
Management

Provide a unified Digital 
Workplace experience but with 
personalized navigation.

Digital 
Workplace

Deliver personalized content 
to end-users and notify on 
new or updated. 

Combine quick search and 
advanced search to secure 
top-class findability. 

Omnia Mobile App for iOS and 
Android.

Easy to use wizard for creating 
documents based on centrally 
managed templates. 

Introduce new features or 
sections with tutorials and 
tooltips.

USER EXPERIENCE

    

    

    

 

   

    



Omnia is an evergreen and award-winning 
digital workplace product. Together with 
our partners, we have assisted some 250 
customers and the product is serving 
more than 750.000 users on a daily basis. 

We have customers in Europe, Asia and 
North America that are supported by 
around our 250 employees in Sweden, 
Denmark, England, Canada and Vietnam. 

Together with our partners, we have 
assisted some 250 customers on the 
journey towards a Digital Workplace based 
on Omnia.

ABOUT


